
Dear Parents, 

Welcome back, from a hopefully relaxing summer break, to a fun, 

and challenging new term. This term’s topic is on the invading 

forces of the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings and how they lived their 

lives in Britain. 

We will begin by studying the Anglo-Saxons, looking at where they 

fit in a timeline of history, how they lived and how they 

contributed to life as we know it today. We will then study the 

Vikings, looking at their place in history and focussing on their 

invasion and settlement in Britain. Their incredible longboats will 

also be researched. 

English will be taught partly through topic lessons, with children 

researching, note-taking and explaining their understanding. The 

children will also visit a variety of genres this term, including; 

recounts and diaries, setting descriptions and narratives. 

In maths, we will be focussing on the areas of place value and 

beginning to look at the more formal calculation methods for 

addition and subtraction, moving on to multiplication and division 

later in the term. Rowan class will also be taking part in guided 

problem solving activities before having a go on their own.  

To support all areas of maths, it is vital that the children have 

rapid recall of their number facts. With this in mind, we will be 

beginning to complete ‘Maths Planets’, designed to test the 

children’s knowledge and recall skills of both number facts and 

times tables. To support with this, the children will be given Times 

Table Rock Star logins and games will form part of their weekly 

homework. 

In ICT the class will be looking initially at e-safety issues with the 

use of modern day technology, such as mobile phones and the ‘safe 

and age appropriate use’ of social web-sites. The children will be 

going onto use Word and will be applying this skill to producing a piece of 

formatted writing on the computer. 

In art the children will be producing prints based on Anglo Saxon and Viking 

designs. Their DT will be focussed around their science topic of electricity. 

During PE, for the first half term, the children will be playing invasion games 

outside and developing gymnastics routines inside. In the second half term, 

Outdoor Adventurous Activities will undertaken. It is recommended that 

children have trainers for outdoor P.E as these offer much more support to 

their feet and ankles. I would also recommend a tracksuit, including a 

separate jumper to their school jumper, just in case they get dirty during P.E 

games. 

In Open Futures, during the first half term, Rowan class will be doing 

Philosophy for Children (P4C) with Mrs. Stoner. P4C offers the children the 

opportunity to develop; speaking and listening skills, reasoning, empathy and 

understanding of others’ opinions around them. In the second half term, the 

children will be doing gardening with Mrs. Pollard. For gardening, children will 

need to bring in a change of clothes and shoes every Thursday in a named 

bag. Throughout the term, this children will also be cooking, so we would 

welcome the cooking money that makes this activity possible, as soon 

possible. It’s £15 for the year and can be handed in to the office - thank you 

in advance! 

R.E this term is focussing on Creation and asking the question, ‘What do 

Christians learn from the Creation story?’. The children will be exploring this 

by looking at the natural world and that God created and the ‘world’ that man 

has shaped around God’s creation. In the second half term, we will be 

learning about the Holy Trinity and asking the question, ‘What is the Trinity?’ 

French will be taught throughout the year, with the children beginning to 

learn simple greetings, phrases, numbers and colours, as well as asking and 

responding to questions. 

This is just an outline of 

what the children will be 

exploring during this term. 

In Rowan class, we 

continue to work in Talk 

Partners for the majority 

of our lessons and tasks, 

which should develop the 

children’s independence 

and confidence. Talk 

Partners will change every 

few weeks and children 

will get an opportunity to 

work with everyone in the 

class by the end of the 

year. 

HOMEWORK—The children in Rowan class will be given a set of between 5 and 10 spellings every week to practice. 

Each word will need practicing at least 5 times teach, and a sentence will also need writing for each for the words. 

In line with our ‘non-negotiable’, high expectations in school, we expect their spelling homework to be completed in a 

standard pen (coloured if they are doing ‘rainbow writing’ for one of their activities, but not felt tip), with joined 

handwriting, capital letters at the beginning of sentences and full stops at the end. 

For maths, the children will need to complete 20 Time Table Rock Stars sessions. Each session is one minute long, 

however, should the children wish to, they can extend this to two or three minutes each; extending the time does 

not count toward the number of sessions played. 

Weekly spelling and times table (maths planets) assessments will take place to enable us to support children who 

need it and extend those who are ready. The maths planets can be found on the website if you wish to have a look at 

them. 

The children are expected to read every night (5 times a week), and have their reading record signed daily by an 

adult who has heard them. Sharing texts with adults helps the children to develop their confidence and fluency, and 

can lead to some interesting conversations which can further help to develop their comprehension and inference 

skills. 

Any questions? Please email the office at: office@stjbps.co.uk who will forward these to me. 
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